No More Toast
Recipe App
Case Study

No More Toast is a recipe app concept and case study. It is designed
for young busy professionals, college students, users with beginning to
intermediate cooking experience. With No More Toast, users would
learn their way around a kitchen and how to cook through a nonintimidating platform and it would aid them in becoming more
confident in their cooking abilities.
(All images belong to their respectful owners.)

User Personas
and
User Flow
My User Personas and User Flow were created from compiling information from interviews with six
friends and family members. I interviewed them about what they like and don’t like about cooking,
how a recipe app would or does help them in kitchen and why or why not they currently use a
recipe app.

Wireframes
After really dialing in who I was designing for, I began the user interface design starting with lowfidelity wireframes. Here I used the Crazy Eights method where I folded a piece of paper into eight
sections, set a timer for eight minutes and sketched one idea per section. These are my final lowfidelity wireframes after several pieces of paper.

Mood Board

Mood Board

Because No More Toast is designed for young busy professionals, college students, users with
beginning to intermediate cooking experience I wanted the feeling of the app to be inviting and
fun. The name No More Toast came from a quote from an interview in which a potential user said,
“I don’t want to eat toast for dinner anymore.”

Final Screens and Mockups
The final screens and mockups were created after conducting A/B testing and watching volunteers
interact with a prototype built from the low-fidelity screens. I learned that No More Toast’s target
users want a simple interface with an overall feel that is fun and not intimidating.

The most important thing I took away from designing No More Toast is the importance of
gathering user’s preferences and problems and turning those stories into practical guides to create
the user interface for this app.

Thank you for taking the time to view my work!

